San Ignacio Teacher Found Dead Inside Family House

SAN IGNACIO TOWN, Cayo, Wednesday, May 16, 2012:

A well attended 3:00 p.m. funeral service was held today for Marco David Thompson, a popular teacher at Sacred Heart High School in San Ignacio.

He was found dead on Sunday, post-mortem on Monday, and buried on Wednesday.

It was shortly after 1:00 pm on Sunday, May 13, 2012 when Ron Vasquez, who is adopted into the family, arrived at the Thompson house where he found “Uncle Marco’s” nude, lifeless body, face upward in a pool of blood in the living room with stab wounds to the right side of the neck.

Investigations revealed that 24 hours earlier, the deceased took his mother, in a cab, to the bus terminal in San Ignacio as she was travelling to Belize City to spend the weekend with a daughter in preparation for the Monday trip to the USA.

At around 6:30 on Saturday evening, the deceased and three male acquaintances travelled to “the last bar” in Bullet Tree where they drank some beers. It was shortly after 8:00 pm when the group left the village and returned to San Ignacio Town ending up at a popular night club on Hudson Street where they had more beers. Something reportedly went wrong inside the nightclub resulting in the deceased leaving at around 1:30 that Sunday morning. The other three males stayed until the club closed at 4:00 am after which they reportedly walked to Thompson’s house. One of them knocked on the front door which was opened for them by the deceased. All three entered and something went on inside the house, which we will not go into, especially since all suspects have been released, ultimately resulting in the stabbing death of Marco David Thompson.

Leaving the murder weapon, a black handle knife, on a computer table about four feet from the

Santa Familia Villager Gets 10 Years For Gun And Bullets

SAN IGNACIO TOWN, Cayo, Wednesday, May 16, 2012:

The trial of Arsenio Cano, 19, Belizean farmer, ended today when he was found guilty of handling stolen goods and for the possession of an illegal firearm and ammunition.

The charges against Cano, 18 years of age at the time, resulted from a March 11, 2011 report lodged by Neil Percy Blackburn, 74, retired Canadian businessman residing in the same village. Blackburn reported that between 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on the material date, someone broke into his house while he was not at home and stole his Mac Book Pro laptop computer along with his 12 gauge shotgun and cartridges.

Police investigation led to the prompt arrest of Arsenio Cano who, upon being questioned, led the police to an area in the village where, about a foot off the side of the road, he pointed out a spot from where the police retrieved the gun. After taking possession of the shot gun, Cano was transported to the San Ignacio police station where he was kept overnight. He was further questioned the following day and again led police to an area on the bank of the Belize Old River where the police found a black plastic bag containing a Mac Book Pro laptop computer and five 12 gauge cartridges. Cano
Come Better Or Stay The Hell Out Of Our Town!

It’s Thursday night and at the time of writing, the “Circo De Los Hermanos Ponce” is pulling off the final act in a straight seven night series.

These observations could probably be attributed to advancing in age but after attending the circus on one of those seven nights, I just simply did not get any thrill from sitting through the 90 minutes of what the circus offered.

While it can be said that ours is an entertainment starved community, this thing coming to town, now for at least a third time, disguised as a circus, is a far cry from what we knew a circus to be when we were children.

We took our child to the circus hoping that he would get the thrill of seeing performers walking the tight rope, eating and spitting out fire, throwing knives at a spinning board with a human being attached to it, sawing a person in half in a casket, seeing a person “disappearing” right before our eyes, flying from the high trapeze, riding a bicycle forward and backwards on a high tight rope while balancing a long bar with a person hanging from each end, seeing an elephant, a giraffe, a lion, a hippo, a bear and other such animals alien to us, seeing a real entertaining clown show etc.

This one came here with nothing of the sort. Apart from an old camel, a llama and 4 tigers, this one came with a cow, four “maga” horses and disney characters clad in dirty costumes.

What next, will they return in a few months time with cats, dogs, chicken, ducks and sheep. These are animals we see everyday. Our children want new experiences.

We are consumers of entertainment and so the consumer protection agency must not allow these imposters to dupe us with this kind of mediocre product.

The reality is that they came, they “ketchted” and they killed us this time. After experiencing the rip off, very, very few are those among us who would return for a second dose of the substandard product they sell. It’s like the old adage tells us: “swindle me once, shame on you. Swindle me twice, shame on me”.

As a community, we must not let these imposters take advantage of us. They might swindle one set of us on their first night after which the word must go around and their big tent must remain empty for every night they remain thereafter. As sure as day follows night, they will get the sense and realize that they cannot come to this town with such crap to sell to the intelligent people of this community. The longer we accommodate them and turn a blind eye, the more they will take advantage of us.

They have already pulled off this one on us. They need municipal approval to pitch their big tent. Yes we know that they pay the tax but after attending the circus on one of those seven nights, I just simply did not get any thrill from sitting through the 90 minutes of what the circus offered.

The investigation led to the detention of three male persons and the reported recording of at least one cautioned statement. With the 48-hour legal detention time quickly running out, a case file was promptly assembled and rushed to the office of the Director of Public Prosecution for direction resulting in the order for the police to do more work on the case. All three detainees were consequently released.

The wake, held on Tuesday, May 15, was attended by a large gathering of relatives, friends and associates.

The well attended 3:00 pm gathering of relatives, friends and associates.

The post-mortem examination conducted on Monday, May 14, by Forensic Specialist Dr. Mario Estrada Branan, at the Karl Heusner Memorial Hospital in Belize City revealed the cause of death as Hypo-solemic shock due to stab wounds to the neck.

The body was removed from the house and transported to the San Ignacio Community Hospital where it was officially pronounced dead by Dr. Misaol Ramirez at around 3:30 pm.

The body of teacher Marco David Thompson was laid to rest at the Karl Heusner Memorial Hospital in Belize City.

The body of teacher Marco David Thompson was laid to rest inside the Santa Rita Cemetery also in San Ignacio.

The wake, held on Tuesday, May 15, was attended by a large gathering of relatives, friends and associates.

The body of teacher Marco David Thompson was laid to rest inside the Santa Rita Cemetery also in San Ignacio.

We join the community in praying for the eternal resting of his soul.

Requirements: Age 25-35, Bi-Lingual, Computer literature with knowledge of website maintenance, 3 years working experience, Holder of a valid driving license, Strong public relations skills

San Ignacio Teacher Found Dead Inside Family House
From Guatemalan University Of Belizean Jail

SAN IGNACIO TOWN, Cayo, Tuesday, May 15, 2012:

Walter Leonel Boteo Ralda, 21, Guatemalan student, on the police wanted list for almost three months, was today caught on Guadalupe Street in San Ignacio Town as he was attempting to escape from the police.

The arrest stems from a February 24, 2012 report made by Alian Langlois, a retired Canadian businessman, residing in Santa Elena Town. Langlois told the police that he suspected Ralda to be the person who stole his black Glock pistol and over ten thousand US dollars in cash.

Police reports that Ralda was first spotted as he was strolling down Joseph Andrews Drive in San Ignacio Town. Upon seeing the Police vehicle, he reportedly ran into 11th Street and then on to Guadalupe street where he was caught.

The bag he was carrying was searched resulting in the discovery therein of a pistol fitted with an empty magazine. Walter Leonel Boteo Ralda, who told the police that he is attending San Carlos University in Guatemala, was formally arrested and charged with the crime of keeping an unlicensed firearm.

The following day, Tuesday, May 15, he appeared in the courtroom of Magistrate Narda Morgan where he wasted no time in pleading guilty to the charge. He was slapped with an instant 5-year prison sentence. If he was indeed undergoing university studies as he claimed, then Walter Leonel Boteo Ralda has effectively been transferred from the University of San Carlos, Guatemala, to the University of the Central Prison, at Hattieville, Belize.
Presentation by Dr. Eve Aird, Principal, Sacred Heart College Wednesday, May 16, 2012 on behalf of SHC family at the Funeral of Teacher Marco Thompson

We are here to remember the life of Marco David Thompson, 45 served as an adult educator at the prison, and then as a counselor there. In his 2008 letter of application to rejoin the SHC team, he reaffirmed his commitment and respect for SHC. Upon my appointment as Principal and President, I was glad to learn that he was rejoining the SHC faculty/family. After all, I, too, first joined SHC in 1986 – with Marco, and taught alongside him in the English Department before leaving in 1990 for the University of Belize. I knew him well, had kept abreast with his life, and knew what he could do. As his friend, as his colleague, as his Principal, I have never doubted his commitment and ability to serve SHC, nor his love for the institution and all it represents.

Even when he left, I sensed he was still serving SHC, and in fact, in his application to return he noted that the experiences he garnered in the 8 years he was away from the College, would, in his words, “allow him to resume dedicated and improved service to SHC.”

Over the years, Mr. Thompson served SHC as an English teacher, Home Room teacher, Softball Coach, Counselor, and member of the Board as the Faculty and Staff Representative, and even briefly as Bursar. But these are just labels that represent. These are all names we knew him by at Sacred Heart College (SHC).

On the SHC Facebook page, and on posters remembering him, students describe him as a great teacher, a good listener, and kind. For many of us, he was not only a colleague but he was a brother, a beloved friend. The daughter of a teacher called him Tio Marco. You see, when people have worked together for as long as many of our SHC staff members have, we become a family. This is especially true for many of our faculty, past and present, with whom Marco played softball on the Savannah as children, journeyed through “College”, and then grew together into some of the finest teachers in this country. And as such, Mr. Thompson, English teacher, became Marco or Dave or Marco Polo, friend and brother, and for our children he took on the role of a beloved uncle.

In his June 23, 1986 letter of application to the College, Marco expressed his confidence that he would do a good job of teaching Science, History, English and Communication. He also willingly offered his services in other areas such as moderating the Student Council and coaching volleyball and softball. Marco joined the faculty of SHC in August of that year, left for a three year period to pursue studies in the USA, returned in 1993, and then left in 2001 for a period of 7 years, before returning in 2008. While he was away from SHC he worked at an alternative school in the district, and

Marco David Thompson, 45 served as an adult educator at the prison, and then as a counselor there. In his 2008 letter of application to rejoin the SHC team, he reaffirmed his commitment and respect for SHC. Upon my appointment as Principal and President, I was glad to learn that he was rejoining the SHC faculty/family. After all, I, too, first joined SHC in 1986 – with Marco, and taught alongside him in the English Department before leaving in 1990 for the University of Belize. I knew him well, had kept abreast with his life, and knew what he could do. As his friend, as his colleague, as his Principal, I have never doubted his commitment and ability to serve SHC, nor his love for the institution and all it represents.

Even when he left, I sensed he was still serving SHC, and in fact, in his application to return he noted that the experiences he garnered in the 8 years he was away from the College, would, in his words, “allow him to resume dedicated and improved service to SHC.”

Over the years, Mr. Thompson served SHC as an English teacher, Home Room teacher, Softball Coach, Counselor, and member of the Board as the Faculty and Staff Representative, and even briefly as Bursar. But these are just labels that do not really speak to the quality of service he gave. Like his dedication. His passion for his work. His infectious enthusiasm.

The fact that he was so concerned with his students’ abilities and worried when they weren’t doing their best – and encouraged them constantly. The fact that he honed his counseling skills to address the myriad issues and problems affecting the lives of our students. The fact that he was a good listener and that he cared about his students and worried about how our deteriorating social fabric affects their lives. The fact that he often bought meals for some children who had none.

None of these qualities were missed by his students, and many parents also recognized them– so much they often went to his home to discuss their children’s progress and problems with him, seeking his advice. A parent called to offer sympathy to the College community and remarked that “Mr. Marco” as she called him was able to help her son develop the discipline he needed. On Monday in a staff counseling session, I heard this echoed by many of our colleagues.

I recently had a discussion with him regarding his career pathway, and was happy to learn that he was thinking of pursuing a full career in Counseling. This would have meant he would have to go back to school, but I knew that would not deter him. He wanted to help people — students – surmount some of the ills in their lives — he liked helping people – he liked helping them develop coping strategies. And he was good at doing this. Many of us at SHC know only too well how much time he invested in counseling at risk youth, both at the High School and the Junior College and, I know he also helped his colleagues. He had a knack of sensing when you needed a shoulder to cry on, or an ear willing to just listen. I believe he gradually realized that helping others was his true calling, as much as he loved teaching. It takes a very, very special person to want to live a life of giving of himself to others in their most critical and painful moments, and he was special.

We will remember Marco for his joviality, for his caring, for his concern for our well-being for his ready smile and hearty laugh, for his quick-wit, his willingness to listen. His generous spirit.

Marco, Dave, we are going to miss you, my brother. You have left the world a better place —you have touched the lives of hundreds of students over the many years of your service at SHC, and you will live forever in our hearts. We grieve your passing but we are comforted by the words of St. Paul in I Thessalonians 4:14 “We believe that Jesus died and rose again and so we believe that God will bring with Jesus those who have fallen asleep in him.” And, we will pray for peace in this land, and we will “step up” our efforts to teach peace to our students. Ms. Mom, Ron, and all of Marco’s brothers and sisters and his extended family, all his friends who knew and loved him, on behalf of his SHC family, I extend our sincere condolences. We share your pain.
“Sharpen the saw!” Have you ever heard that phrase before? It is what farmers and woodcutters do in order for their job to be easier and more effective.

On May 4 and 5, 2012, the teachers of Santa Elena R.C. Primary School went to “Sharpen their saws” in order to make children’s learning easier, funny and more effective; by attending an extraordinary workshop hosted by Belize Teacher Leadership Project, Belize Elementary and Belize High School.

The workshop was based on the M.O.R.E. APPROACH, which is Multiple Options for Results in Education. The main purpose of the workshop was, as mentioned earlier, to sharpen the saw, to develop the Olympic Mentality, where the best keeps getting better; to accelerate learning in a brain friendly environment, to be aware of the seven components of the M.O.R.E. Model and how to appreciate the uniqueness of each learner.

Dr. Joyce Swarzman, author of the book, “It’s All about Kids”; was the facilitators of the workshop. Both Dr. Joyce and Dr. Morrow are partnering with Santa Elena Primary School so as to develop a model school adopting the M.O.R.E.Approach. Dr. Joyce is a very dynamic presenter. The time felt shorter while at the workshop during the two days. The activities done and the stories told, made it difficult for any of the teachers present to take any vacation. Everything was so spectacular, engaging and informative.

At the workshop we were pointed out the three types of vacations that every human being takes, even the richest of the rich, when they are in a classroom or when listening to a speech. Even though these vacations are “as natural as the sunrise and the sunset”, teachers need to find all sorts of fun activities to minimize these vacations and increase students appreciation the uniqueness of the learner I need to identify the type of personality they have. The three main personalities are: KTVA (Kinesthetic, Tactile, Auditory and Visual), GASC (the Global, the Abstract, the Sequential and the Concrete learner) and the DEAR (the Driver, the Expressive, the Analytical and the Relater). I learnt that we are wired on this earth for conflict. Therefore, conflict is not the problem; it is how we deal with the problem. Knowledge of these types of people equips the teachers in understanding each student and knowing how to deal with the different behaviors that they demonstrate in our classrooms.

Dr. Joyce At Santa Elena R.C. Primary School
Some Things Might Just Be Too Good To Be True

Newly wed Anthony takes his lovely wife to play her first game of golf. Of course, the wife promptly hacker her first shot right through the window of the biggest house adjacent to the course.

Anthony cringed, “I warned you to be careful! Now we’ll have to go up there, find the owner, apologize and see how much your lousy drive is going to cost us.”

When they opened the door they saw the damage that was done: glass was all over the place, and a broken antique bottle was lying on its side near the pieces of window glass.

A man reclining on the couch asked, “Are you the people that broke my window?”

“Uh...yeah, sir. We’re sure...”

Anthony looked at his wife and blurted out, “Gee, honey, you know we haven’t been with a woman in more than a thousand years, my wish is to be intimate with the wife.”

“Hey, we’re both 32” responded the wife breathlessly.

“You see, I’m a genie,” said the genie. “And your homes will beIN every country in the world,” she said.

“Consider it done,” the genie said. “And your homes will always be safe from fire, burglary and natural disasters!”

Then the couple asked almost in unison, “what’s your wish, genie?”

“Well, since I’ve been trapped in that bottle, and haven’t been with a woman in more than a thousand years, my wish is to be intimate with the wife,” responded the genie.

“Now, honey, you know we both now have a fortune, and all those houses. What do you think?”

She thinks it over for a few minutes and said, “You know, you’re right. Considering our good fortune, I guess I wouldn’t mind, but what about you, honey?”

“You know I love you sweetheart,” said Anthony. “I’d do the same for you.”

So the genie and the woman went upstairs where they spent the rest of the afternoon after which they returned downstairs to a still waiting husband.

“I had a wonderful time” said the Genie. “It was truly fantastic, but let me ask just one question before you leave. How old are you guys?”

“Why, we’re both 32”

- He who laughs last thinks slowest.
- 99 percent of lawyers give the rest a bad name.
- A clear conscience is usually the sign of a bad memory.
- The early bird may get the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese in the trap.
- If you think nobody cares, try missing a couple of payments.
- OK……so what’s the speed of dark?
- Every one has a photographic memory. Some just don’t have film.
- What happens if you get scared half to death twice?
- When everything is coming your way, you’re in the wrong lane.
- I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.
- Just remember - if the world didn’t suck, we would all fall off.
- 42.7 percent of all statistics are made up on the spot.

Inviting You To Visit The San Ignacio Town Library

Hello Everyone, You are cordially invited to the events taking place at the library for this month of May.

May 23rd, 2012 at 10:00a.m Venue: San Ignacio Public Library

Handing over of 27 Maya Books, dedicated to Luis and Evangelina Chuc by the Cornerstone Foundation. These books will be handed over to the San Ignacio Library to be kept as references and be used by students and the public.

May 30th 2012 @ 1:30p.m Venue: San Ignacio Library

Handing over of some books will be done by the Belize Natural energy to the San Ignacio Library.

CAYO RENTALS

We are located at The San Ignacio Texaco Service Station On Benque Viejo Road

We are the #1 supplier for the rental of ALL the chairs, tables and Tents you need for any occasion. We offer the BEST prices in town!!!

Call us at: TEL: 824-2222

LIQUOR LICENSE NOTICES

Notice is hereby given that under the Intoxicating Liquor License Ordinance Chapter 150 of the Laws of Belize, Revised Edition 2000,that IRWIN ROLAND ARNOLD for the year 2012 to operate DINER’S DELIGHT Restaurant & Bar located on the Western Highway, Santa Elena Town in the Cayo District.

Notice is hereby given that under the Intoxicating Liquor License Ordinance Chapter 150 of the Laws of Belize, Revised Edition 2000, that GEORGE MOREY is applying for a Restaurant Liquor LICENSE for the year 2012 to operate DINNER’S DELIGHT Restaurant & Bar located on the Western Highway, Santa Elena Town in the Cayo District.

Notice is hereby given that under the Intoxicating Liquor License Ordinance Chapter 150 of the Laws of Belize, Revised Edition 2000, that GEORGE MOREY is applying for a Restaurant Liquor LICENSE for the year 2012 to operate DINNER’S DELIGHT Restaurant & Bar located on the Western Highway, Santa Elena Town in the Cayo District.

Star Newspaper

“The Newspaper that cares and dares to bring out the truth”

Apt. #5 Hoffman Complex Western Highway, Santa Elena, Cayo, Belize, Central America

Publisher: Nyani K. August
Editor: Albert Nigel August
Circulation: Stanley Gabourel

Office Tel: 804-4900 Cell: 626-8822 626-8841

Vacancy

HELP NEEDED AT A REPUTABLE FARM IN SPANISH LOOKOUT.

APPLICANTS MUST BE PREPARED TO PRESENT AT LEAST 2 RECOMMENDATION LETTERS FROM PRIOR EMPLOYERS ALONG WITH A VALID SOCIAL SECURITY CARD.

KINDLY CONTACT: TELEPHONE #: 824-3204 or 620-6267
ARIES: March 23 to April 20
This week memories of the past and previous people in your lives continue to intrigue you. Health remains satisfactory for most part of the week but for occasional hindrances. Lucky numbers: 07, 24, 58.

TAURUS: April 21 to May 21
Your energy, charisma and luck remain high for the week. You might reconnect with an old friend this week. Romance, pleasure, gambles intrigue you but remain thoughtful. A task might run into indecision or glitches with serious repercussions. Relationships swell yet surprise you by the end of the week. Major changes are likely.

CANCER: July 22 to August 21
Old friends or old flames might reconnect with an old ambition, an old prestigious contact but don’t cling. Be prepared to launch yourself into the future this week. Decide now to be noble, to throw away any past resentments. The best will come in your life including a major winning streak and lots of joy. Lucky numbers: 17, 35, 53.

LEO: July 22 to August 21
Capture what you can from an old ambition, an old prestigious contact but don’t cling. Be prepared to launch yourself into the future this week. Decide now to be noble, to throw away any past resentments. The best will come in your life including a major winning streak and lots of joy. Lucky numbers: 09, 74, 86.

GEMINI: May 21 to June 21
Weirdness and indecision will only last for this week. Life has pampered you recently with either the reality or the dream of love and affection. Keep soaking it up. Romance, pleasure, creativity are sparked during this time period. Lucky numbers: 32, 65, 97.

VIRGO: August 22 to September 21
Everything will be sweet and mellow for you this week. Your understanding widens. But don’t start new projects that is unfamiliar to you. You will attract attention this week, but commit to nothing new. Embrace home and relationships with caution for this time period. Lucky numbers: 03, 26, 77.

LIBRA: September 22 to October 22
The bulldozer of change continues to rumble its way through your life but you are not driving. Just let it happen, whatever occurs will be for the best. You will attract love and attention all through the week. Talk things over with people to get a clear understanding of your relations with them. Lucky numbers: 14, 69, 82.

SCORPIO: October 23 to November 21
Go slow, act slowly, be wary of commitment, of new opportunities. This week will be enjoyable, but your energy may falter at the end of the week. These are good days in your life. All week be gentle at home. Soon, love will enter into your life with a big bang. Lucky numbers: 39, 41, 63.

SAGITTARIUS: November 22 to December 21
Keep slogging away at your pile of chores. Focus on old burdens, tasks, employment situations and do not agree to nor pursue new ones. Solitude’s the best co-operation. Socializing, light flirtation and upbeat hopes fill the week, enjoy these without basing your life on them. Lie low, rest and avoid competitive situations. Your energy, charisma blossoms as the week ends. Lucky numbers: 21, 56, 93.

CAPRICORN: December 22 to January 20
Continue to bask in love, and the charms of children and elders in your life. Whatever happens, you win, you experience pleasure. You feel wise, remain evasive about a commitment. This week you will need a wary attitude toward money and spending. Be safe around machinery. Sleep, meditate, be charitable. Some socializing shall come for you towards the fag end of the week. Lucky numbers: 05, 37, 72.

AQUARIUS: January 21 to February 19
Unexpected occurrences/delays on the home front benefit you, let it happen. Visit an old trail for a sweet rest, nature walk. A long-lost relative might visit. All week, impulse and illusion are a dangerous combo, hence be realistic. Relax and rejuvenate your spirits for the hard tasks at hand. Lucky numbers: 19, 43, 79.

PISES: February 10 to March 21
Handle backed-up communications, paperwork and errands rather than initiate new projects. Be wary, realistic with finances, health, investigative, and diagnostic situations. Be on an alert level all through the week. Sign nothing during this period. Your career, reputation or community prestige get a good boost towards the weekend. Health and relationships need to attended to with caution and ease this week. Lucky numbers: 23, 49, 67.
Dear Editor,

If what I witnessed last week on Burns Avenue was not so serious, it could have easily pass for humor.

Picture the scenario: it was mid morning and workers were in full swing laboring on the new Burns Avenue pavement.

No less than three employees from the electricity company were busy supervising the installation of manholes for their service lines.

My eyes followed an orange electrical extension cord with one end connected to an electric saw in use to cut the blocks to size to fit like the pieces of a puzzle around the electricity man hole with the other end of the cord plugged into an outlet at a popular vintage restaurant across the street.

Wow I thought, this restaurant is actually providing electricity for the electricity company to work on their manhole, GREAT!!

Then the situation quickly changed, along comes the electricity disconnection man, pliers in hand, ready to cut off the restaurant’s electricity supply for late payment of the electricity bill.

The owner begged for the power not to be disconnected as he assembled the cash from his drawer and sped over to the nearby Courts collection agency.

The payment, he was told, must include the reconnection fee or else he will be cut.

This begs the question: Where has our consideration for each other gone?

For Sale
Large macal river lot
US$37,500 -
High bank.
Gated community,
5 min from
San Ignacio Town
all utilities, huge trees etc.
For More Information:
Call: 668-0749
crbelize@gmail.com

Magistrate Narda Morgan Is Back

This week we announce the return to the bench of San Ignacio’s no-nonsense Magistrate in the person of Jamaican Attorney at Law, Mrs. Narda Morgan

Magistrate Narda Morgan
Magistrate Morgan’s first day on the bench was last Monday, May 7.

After being away for a few months on maternity leave, Magistrate Morgan returned to town in early May with the addition of a bouncing new baby boy to the family. We join the community in wishing the family well.

During her short tenure on the bench, prior to proceeding on leave, Magistrate Morgan earned the reputation of being the “Pay Forthwith Magistrate” which has effectively served as a deterrent for many with criminal intent.

It has become common knowledge that when an accused person either pleads guilty or is found guilty, depending on the legally stipulated penalty, that individual must either come to court with money in their pocket or have someone standing by to pay forthwith in order to avoid instant incarceration.

The safest bet therefore is to steer clear of the courtroom of Magistrate Morgan because while she is soft spoken and known to be fair, she has earned the reputation of being stern in the conduct of her judicial duties.

This community has long awaited the arrival of a Magistrate with these qualities.
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Dear Editor;

If what I witnessed last week on Burns Avenue was not so serious, it could have easily pass for humor.

Picture the scenario: it was mid morning and workers were in full swing laboring on the new Burns Avenue pavement.

No less than three employees from the electricity company were busy supervising the installation of manholes for their service lines.

My eyes followed an orange electrical extension cord with one end connected to an electric saw in use to cut the blocks to size to fit like the pieces of a puzzle around the electricity man hole with the other end of the cord plugged into an outlet at a popular vintage restaurant across the street.

Wow I thought, this restaurant is actually providing electricity for the electricity company to work on their manhole, GREAT!!

Then the situation quickly changed, along comes the electricity disconnection man, pliers in hand, ready to cut off the restaurant’s electricity supply for late payment of the electricity bill.

The owner begged for the power not to be disconnected as he assembled the cash from his drawer and sped over to the nearby Courts collection agency.

The payment, he was told, must include the reconnection fee or else he will be cut.

This begs the question: Where has our consideration for each other gone?
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Magistrate Narda Morgan Is Back

This week we announce the return to the bench of San Ignacio’s no-nonsense Magistrate in the person of Jamaican Attorney at Law, Mrs. Narda Morgan

Magistrate Narda Morgan
Magistrate Morgan’s first day on the bench was last Monday, May 7.

After being away for a few months on maternity leave, Magistrate Morgan returned to town in early May with the addition of a bouncing new baby boy to the family. We join the community in wishing the family well.

During her short tenure on the bench, prior to proceeding on leave, Magistrate Morgan earned the reputation of being the “Pay Forthwith Magistrate” which has effectively served as a deterrent for many with criminal intent.

It has become common knowledge that when an accused person either pleads guilty or is found guilty, depending on the legally stipulated penalty, that individual must either come to court with money in their pocket or have someone standing by to pay forthwith in order to avoid instant incarceration.

The safest bet therefore is to steer clear of the courtroom of Magistrate Morgan because while she is soft spoken and known to be fair, she has earned the reputation of being stern in the conduct of her judicial duties.

This community has long awaited the arrival of a Magistrate with these qualities.
PRESS RELEASE

Monday, May 14th, 2012

The Belize Bank Limited, Belize’s premier banking institution, this year celebrates its 25th Anniversary and announces a significant rebranding effort for the commercial banking operation.

The Belize Bank Limited is Belize’s oldest and largest, continuously operated banking institution. The Bank of British Honduras was first incorporated in December 1902, and opened its doors for business in 1903. The operations were purchased by the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) in 1912, and the second era of operations lasted until 1987. In April of 1987, the RBC operations were purchased by the Belize Bank Limited – a group of local Belizeans investors, beginning the third era of Belize’s longest uninterrupted banking operations with more than 100 years of service to the country.

Beginning today, the Belize Bank Limited introduces a new look, complete with a redesigned logo and tagline: The Belize Bank Limited - “Our Country. Your Bank”. Shades of blue and green replace the Belize Bank’s former two-toned brand colour, and the Bank’s new look will be reflected in all marketing and branding material and signage in all of its 12 branches.

In line with the Bank’s strategic objectives, the Bank’s goal is “to be the pre-eminent financial service provider in Central America and the Caribbean”, and in order to achieve this status of pre-eminence the Bank will “maximize value for individuals and businesses locally and internationally by providing quality and innovative financial services, nurturing long-lasting relationships and delivering superior customer service”. The Belize Bank Limited continues to be the leading financial services provider in Belize in both the commercial and personal banking sector, and wanted to create a new image for itself that will support its continued growth and new development strategies. “In an increasing competitive banking environment in Belize, there is no better time than now as the Bank celebrates its remarked Marketing Manager, for the Belize Bank Limited, Misty Michael.

“The Bank’s focus is to steadfastly deliver superior customer service and build long lasting relationships with its customers. In a fairly saturated market where banks are vying for a limited pool of customers, it is difficult to compete based on rates and product offering. Banks can only set themselves apart from other providers by ‘wowing’ customers with the level of service the provide to customers”, continued Michael.

The only bank in Belize named after the country, the Belize Bank thought it fit that its tagline highlights this unique perspective. Belize is “Our Country” and the Belize Bank is “Your Bank” - The people’s Bank. The Bank’s new marketing campaign will see utilisation of local models, locations, culture, history and icons.

The Bank’s new look also includes bold new colours which will assist in creating greater visibility for the Bank in a crowded marketplace. The green in the logo ties the Bank to its past whereas the blue ties it to its parent company - BCB Holdings Ltd, and links it to the future. The sleek, clean lines of the new logo also presents the Bank as modern and forward moving, and highlights that the Bank is professional in its approach to doing business.

Customers can expect to receive the best possible customer service available from the Belize Bank. To this end, all Belize Bank staff are currently participating in Customer Service and Sales training with a view to providing extraordinary value for money and service to customers. The Bank believes that its employees are its greatest asset and is doing all that it can to ensure that staff are properly trained and equipped to serve you - our valued customers.

The Belize Bank Limited is Belize’s largest commercial banking operation with a countrywide network of 12 branches, and an ATM network that continues to expand. Offering a complete range of domestic and international banking services, the most sophisticated merchant acquiring system, and the Belize Bank’s sister companies British Caribbean Bank International Limited (BCBIL) and Belize Corporate Services Limited (BCSL) provides a competitive edge over the competition.

The Belize Bank Limited maintains branch locations in the Corozal Free Zone, Corozal Town, Orange Walk Town, San Pedro, Belize City (Market Square and North Side - Matalon branches), Belmopan, San Ignacio, Dangriga, Placencia, and Punta Gorda with over 24 ATM locations available countrywide. For more information visit us at www.belizebank.com
Cancer Awareness Week At The San Ignacio Community Hospital

From The San Ignacio Community Hospital:
Over past years there has been a notable increment in the Cancer Statistics in San Ignacio and surrounding areas.

The most common types of cancers are cervical and breast in women and prostate. It is in light of this development We have open the doors of San Ignacio Community Hospital for education and general checkup which include: pap smear, breast exam and PSA exam for prostatic for men, our door is open Monday – Friday 8:00 – 5:00 pm and on Saturdays from 8:00am – 12:00 noon.

During these times, our staff will be answering question and conducting examinations. Cancer is classified as an un-preventable disease but, in the case of cervical cancer, the best chances of survival is by way of early detection. It is good to get an early pap smear and incase of prostate cancer, yearly PSA is recommended.

There are different option for cancer treatment in Belize and abroad. Each case is an individual one which can be discussed with a family medical practitioner and an Oncologist.

BY: John Acott
SAN IGNACIO TOWN, Cayo
Thursday, May 10 2012:
PC Ciriac Medina and PC Jason Jones, along with Police Cadets Jesenia Cano, Yuri Arriola and Janeen Thomas, display a quantity of paint that was recently donated to the Community Policing Unit (CPU).

The paint was donated by Stephen Usher on behalf of BECOL and will be used for the CPU’s “Making My School a Great Place” programme, to clean up some classrooms of the two schools involved in the programme, Santa Elena Primary School and Faith Nazarene Primary in San Ignacio.

Also included in the gratefully received donation were 15 computer printer inks that will assist in the CPU’s Gang Resistance Education And Training (GREAT) programme. The GREAT programme, involves speaking to students and to educate them on the pitfalls of getting involved with gangs.

Although the Community Policing Unit works behind the scenes and is unknown to most of the community, it does an admirable job working with our school children and organising Neighbourhood Watch groups, as well as other community work.

The other members of the Community Policing Unit are Cpl. Emil Bradley and PC Roland Augustine.

BECOL Donates Supplies To Community Policing Unit

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Member-owners are encouraged to please be present to learn about your credit union.

Saint Martin’s Credit Union
Eve Street, San Ignacio Town, Cayo District

63rd Annual General Meeting
Credit Unions Build a Better World
Macal River Park, San Ignacio Town
Saturday 26 May 2012
5:00 pm

AVISO A MIEMBROS
Reunión Annual
Participa y conozca acerca del desarrollo de su union de crédito.

Visit us on the internet to learn more about our services & benefits
www.smcubelzie.com

MAD DOG MOTORS
Proud To Offer locally
69 Joseph Andrews Drive, San Ignacio Tel: 629-2168 or 824-0103

In depth Computer Scan
for engine diagnostics and reprogramming

On-site / Same Day brake drum and rotor machining.

Exhaust repair and installation

Pipe-bending

- Custom Bumper and rockers

Custom 4WD lifts, fabrication
and modifications.
CHAPTER 194, LAWS OF BELIZE (REVISED EDITION 2000)

NOTICE UNDER SECTION 13

In accordance with section 13 of the Registered Land Act Chapter 194, Revised Edition 2000, I, ETHEL EMELISA GLADDEN, for Registrar of Lands, hereby serve notice that within one month from the date hereof, I intend to register the following parcels of land listed below for which application for first registration have been received.

The attention of the general public is hereby drawn to this notice. Any person whose rights and interest may be affected by the registering of these parcels must get in touch with me before expiry date of this notice between Mondays and Fridays at the Land Registry, Belmopan.

(ETHEL EMELISA GLADDEN)(Ms.) For Registrar of Lands

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201115122

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, BURDON CANAL, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.173

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.240 of 2000 dated 22nd January, 2000 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 4 of 2000 at Folios 1230-1235 in favour of LOUIS A. LESLIE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201115128

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, BURDON CANAL, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.136

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.699 of 1997 dated 29th December, 1997 in favour of LOUIS LESLIE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201203599

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ALBERT/MESOP, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1624, 1625 & 242

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Assent No.1759 of 1994 dated 10th June, 1998 in favour of CANAL.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205183

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.137

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.618 of 1998 dated 29th December, 1997 in favour of CANAL.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205184

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.173

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.240 of 2000 dated 22nd January, 2000 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 4 of 2000 at Folios 1230-1235 in favour of LOUIS A. LESLIE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205188

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO NORTH, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.2098

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.0781 of 2006 dated 1st March, 2006 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 10 of 2006 at Folios 501-510 in favour of MARTHA ESPERANZA VASQUEZ & JORGE ALBERTO VASQUEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205194

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.2049

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.0780 of 2006 dated 1st March, 2006 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 10 of 2006 at Folios 49-500 in favour of HOBÁ RONIERO.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205195

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.1718

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.95 of 2006 dated 8th March, 2006 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA & ROSELA SANTANA (Jointly).

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205197

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ST. MARTIN DE PORRES WEST, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.442

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.382 of 1997 dated 25th August, 1997 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205198

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.1713

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.96 of 2006 dated 8th March, 2006 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA & ROSELA SANTANA (Jointly).

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205199

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, PORT/ LOYOLAVILLE, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.968

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.280 of 1998 dated 17th March, 1998 in favour of LINCOLN CLARKE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205200

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.1928

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1847 of 2008 dated 26th June, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 22 of 2008 at Folios 437-444 in favour of ALBERTHA FLOWERS.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205201

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.7025

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.2230 of 2009 dated 28th October, 2009 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 2009 at Folios 1033-1046 in favour of JOSEPH ALLEY & ANGELA ALLEY.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205202

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, BELIZE RURAL NORTH II, Block No.11 and being Parcels No.564

This parcel of land is the subject of an Indenture No.860 of 1972 dated 23rd August, 1972 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 8 of 1972 at Folios 441-448 in favour of THEODORE BURROWES.
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dated 11th March, 2010 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 7 of 2010 at Folios 1407-1508 in favour of BRENT M. ODENBACH

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205203
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.7024

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.236 of 2009 dated 28th October, 2009 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 2009 at Folios 1117-1130 in favour of JOSEPH ALLEY & ANGELA ALLEY.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205258
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO NORTH, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.1763

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.284 of 1975 dated 14th May, 1975 in favour of MARIA COVOC.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205260
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, CAROLINA/ CALCUTTA, Block No.1 and being Parcels No.713

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.297 of 1993 dated 14th May, 1993 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 4 of 1993 at Folios 29-34 in favour of ARACELI ROSADO.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205263
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcel No.1496

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.578 of 1981 dated 10th November, 1981 in favour of EVELYN HEWLETT.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205264
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8619

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.341 of 2008 dated 4th January, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 5 of 2008 at Folios 119-130 in favour of MERCIE SARITA FULLER PINES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205265
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8636

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.344 of 2008 dated 4th January, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 5 of 2008 at Folios 155-166 in favour of FRANCES AGUET & VILMA AGUET (Jointly).

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205266
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8635

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.343 of 2008 dated 4th January, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 5 of 2008 at Folios 143-154 in favour of FRANCES AGUET & VILMA AGUET (Jointly).

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205267
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8634

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.342 of 2008 dated 4th January, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 5 of 2008 at Folios 131-142 in favour of VILMA VICTORIA AGUET.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205268
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8620

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.345 of 2008 dated 4th January, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 5 of 2008 at Folios 167-178 in favour of MERCIE SARITA FULLER PINES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205269
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.42 85

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1738 of 2002 dated 12th June, 2002 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 22 of 2002 at Folios 471-480 in favour of JOHN ROBERT GILMORE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205270
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.13 and being Parcel No.8

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.2421 of 1997 dated 25th September, 1997 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 1997 at Folios 1296-1301 in favour of BARBARA ELEONORE JAKISCH.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205271
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcel No.374

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.2625 of 2006 dated 18th September, 2006 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 33 of 2006 at Folios 1207-1216 in favour of ANGEL JANG.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205272
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcel No.1774

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.11 of 2007 dated 22nd January, 2007 in favour of FRANK MARK MENA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205578
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH, Block No.23 and being Parcel No.2890

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.779 of 2005 dated 8th March, 2005 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 10 of 2005 at Folios 1339-1348 in favour of NAGUIB CHEIN.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205580
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcel No.4520

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Assent No.436 of 1966 dated 8th June, 1966 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 3 of 1966 at Folios 619-628 in favour of ROSENDO SANTANA as executrix of the will of MARIA EMILIA VEGAS (3/6 SHARES) & BELLE MARGARET FERNANDEZ (2/6 SHARES ) and JOHN WYATT FERNANDEZ (1/6 SHARE)

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205581
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcel No.10056

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.77 of 2008 dated 30/11 January, 2008 in favour of JAMILABANU JANMOHAMED.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205582
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcel No.10057

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.78 of 2008 dated 30/11 January, 2008 in favour of JAMILABANU JANMOHAMED.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205583
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, FORTGEORGE/PICKSTOCK, Block No.45 and being Parcel No.1362

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.8 of 1993 dated 22nd February, 1993 in favour of RENALDO BRIDIGO BAUSTISTA & JUANITA MARIA BAUSTISTA (Jointly).

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205584
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, QUEEN SQUARE WEST, Block No.45 and being Parcel No.1398

This parcel of land is the subject of an Indenture No.3047 of 2001 dated 18th January, 2001 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 4 of 2001 at Folios 1296-1301 in favour of BARBARA ELEONORE JAKISCH.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205585
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH, Block No.23 and being Parcel No.980
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This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.2814 of 2004 dated 6th December, 2004 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 37 of 2004 at Folios 499-508 in favour of RENI REYES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205588
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH Block No.23 and being Parcels No.979

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.2813 of 2004 dated 6th December, 2004 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 37 of 2004 at Folios 489-498 in favour of RENI REYES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205625
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ALBION ISLAND, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.227

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.502 of 1997 Block No.31 and being Parcels No.197

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205628
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.197

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.56 of 1997 dated March, 1997 in favour of RANDOLPH ENRIQUEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205629
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH Block No.31 and being Parcels No.196

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.1394 of 2006 dated 28th January, 2007 in favour of RANDOLPH ENRIQUEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205630
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8701

This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.133 of 2007 dated 5th March, 2007 in favour of ADRIAN LEROY HEUSNER.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205631
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.3537

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.178 1 of 2007 dated 22nd May, 2007 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 22 of 2007 at Folios 123-130 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205632
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcel No.3540

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.0671 of 2005 dated 17th March, 2005 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 9 of 2005 at Folios 771-778 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205633
These parcels of land are situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.2524 & 2523

These parcels of land are the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1950 of 2005 dated 3rd December, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 1 of 2000 at Folios 1225-1241 & Deed of Rectification No.55 of 2011 dated 22nd December, 2010 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 1 of 2011 at Folios 995-1000 in favour of GERALDINE NORALES, YVONNE GLOVER nee NORALEES & FRANCISCA NORALEES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205636
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.1005

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.959 of 1999 dated 22nd April, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 11 of 1999 at Folios 519-528 in favour of ADRIAN SCHWEIGLER.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205637
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.2893

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.3120 of 2006 dated 1st October, 2006 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 37 of 2006 at Folios 191-200 in favour of TERESA B. STARK.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205638
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, FORT GEORGE PICKSTOCK, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1352

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.95 of 1967 dated 17th February, 1967 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 2 of 1967 at Folios 1001-1008 in favour of MAESTRE’S INDUSTRIES LIMITED.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205640
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA NORTH Block No.31 and being Parcels No.1240

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1662 of 2005 dated 15th November, 2011 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 2011 at Folios 8-17-5-222 in favour of WITTY NORALEZ & SYLVIA NORALEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205641
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, QUEEN’S SQUARE WEST, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1396

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1950 of 2005 dated 22nd August, 2005 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 2005 at Folios 229-238 in favour of HERMAN ZUNIGA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205642
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.4522

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.755 of 1972 dated 28th July, 1972 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 7 of 1972 at Folios 561-570 in favour of JULIAN AVILA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205643
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, FORTGEORGE PICKSTOCK, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1356

This parcel of land is the subject of an Assent No.3203 of 2008 dated 3td December, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 37 of 2008 at Folios 1389-1398 in favour of ANTHONY SYLVESTRE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205644
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.4523

This parcel of land is the subject of a Vesting Conveyance No.68 of 2000 dated 3rd December, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 1 of 2000 at Folios 695-698 in favour of DOLORES TASHER.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205645
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.600 & 1519

These parcels of land are the subject of a Vesting Conveyance No.139 of 2003 dated 30th December, 2002 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 2 of 2003 at Folios 695-698 in favour of DOLORES TASHER.
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APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205646
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.277
This parcel of land is the subject of a Conveyance No.1582 of 1988 dated 3rd October, 1988 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 18 of 1988 at Folios 45-48 in favour of SYLVESTRE ROBERTO BALONA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205588
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.979
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.0671 of 1999 dated 22nd April, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 11 of 1999 at Folios 519-528 in favour of RENI REYES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205625
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ALBION ISLAND, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.227
This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.502 of 2006 dated 1st July, 2006 in favour of EGDIO DURAN.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205628
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.197
This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.56 of 1997 dated March, 1997 in favour of RANDOLPH ENRIQUEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205629
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.196
This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.1349 of 2006 dated 28th January, 2007 in favour of RANDOLPH ENRIQUEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205630
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO Block No.7 and being Parcels No.8701
This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.133 of 2007 dated 5th March, 2007 in favour of ADRIAN LEROY HEUSNER.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205631
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.3537
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1781 of 2007 dated 22nd May, 2007 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 22 of 2007 at Folios 123-130 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205632
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.3540
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.0671 of 2005 dated 17th March, 2005 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 9 of 2005 at Folios 771-778 in favour of ARIEL SANTANA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205633
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.2524 & 2523
This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.1149 of 2000 dated 1st January, 2001 in favour of SYLVIA FLORES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205634
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.2040, 2083, 2087, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2177 & 2178
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Partition No.573 of 1975 dated 30th May, 1975 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 5 of 1975 at Folios 133-146 in favour of TERESITA CASTILLO DE BURGOS.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205635
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA NORTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.600 & 1519
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.0671 of 2000 dated 30th December, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 1 of 2000 at Folios 1225-1241 & Deed of Rectification No.55 of 2011 dated 22nd December, 2010 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 1 of 2011 at Folios 995-1000 in favour of GERALDINE NORALES, YVONNE GLOVER nee NORALES & FRANCISCA NORALES.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205636
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.10055
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.959 of 1999 dated 22nd April, 1999 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 11 of 1999 at Folios 519-528 in favour of ADRIAN SCHWEIGLER.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205637
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN IGNACIO SOUTH, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.2893
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.3120 of 2006 dated 18th October, 2006 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 37 of 2006 at Folios 191-200 in favour of TERESA B. STARK.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205638
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, FORT GEORGE/PICKSTOCK, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1352
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.95 of 1967 dated 17th February, 1967 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 2 of 1967 at Folios 1001-1008 in favour of MAESTRE’S INDUSTRIES LIMITED.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205639
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA NORTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.1240
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Assent No.2026 of 2011 dated 15th November, 2011 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 2011 at Folios 817-822 in favour of WITTY NORALEZ & SYLVIA NORALEZ.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205641
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, QUEEN’S SQUARE WEST, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1396
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1950 of 2005 dated 22nd August, 2005 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 26 of 2005 at Folios 229-238 in favour of HERMAN ZUNIGA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205642
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.4522
This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.755 of 1972 dated 28th July, 1972 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 7 of 1972 at Folios 561-570 in favour of JULIAN AVILA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205643
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, FORTGEORGE/PICKSTOCK, Block No.45 and being Parcels No.1356
This parcel of land is the subject of an Assent No.3203 of 2008 dated 3rd November, 2008 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 38 of 2008 at Folios 1389-1398 in favour of ANTHONY SYLVETRE.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205644
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.4523
This parcel of land is the subject of a Minister’s Fiat Grant No.829 of 2004 dated 7th November, 2004 in favour of CARMEN GONGORA.

APPLICATION NO. LRS-201205645
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, DANGRIGA SOUTH, Block No.31 and being Parcels No.1790
Santa Familia Villager Gets 10 Years For Gun And Bullets

was further questioned consequently leading police to a nearby farm where an additional twenty eight 12 gauge cartridges were found. He was later arrested and formally charged for the possession of unlicensed firearm and ammunition as well as for two counts of handling stolen goods.

He first appeared before Magistrate Dale Cayetano where he initially "pled guilty with an explanation" to all four charges resulting in the entry of a not guilty plea. He was initially remanded to prison until June 15, 2011.

After several adjournments the trial began on February 29, 2012 and at the conclusion on May 12, the accused was found guilty of all four charges in the courtroom of Magistrate Narda Morgan. On the firearm and ammunition charge he was sentenced to serve two five-year consecutive sentences for a total of ten years. On the two handling stolen goods charges he was ordered to pay forthwith four hundred dollars and eight hundred dollars, in default one month and three months respectively. When the guilty verdict and sentence were handed down by Magistrate Morgan, the convict and relatives broke down in court as he was whisked away by the police to begin serving the ten-year sentence.

The Recovered 12 Gauge Shotgun

The 33 Cartridges

CHAPTER 194, LAWS OF BELIZE (REVISED EDITION 2000)
NOTICE UNDER SECTION 13

This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.1661

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Gift No.1359 of 1987 dated 18th November, 1987 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 13 of 1987 at Folios 1353-1362 in favour of JAMES ALEXANDER WILLIAMS.

APPLICATION NO. LR8201205652
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, BENVIE VIEJO DEL CARMEN, Block No.23 and being Parcels No.17 10

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1359 of 1989 dated 25th July, 1989 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 15 of 1989 at Folios 1333-1340 in favour of L.I. CAN RONG & L.I CAN XIA.

APPLICATION NO. LR8201205653
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, ORANGE WALK TOWN, Block No.4 and being Parcels No.4099

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1359 of 1989 dated 25th July, 1989 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 15 of 1989 at Folios 59-66 in favour of JAMES ALEXANDER WILLIAMS.

APPLICATION NO. LR8201205654
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, PLACENTIA NORTH, Block No.36 and being Parcels No.2050

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.1359 of 1989 dated 8th September, 1995 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 22 of 1995 at Folios 297-302 in favour of DERRICK MUSCHAMP.

APPLICATION NO. LR8201205655
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, SAN PEDRO, Block No.7 and being Parcels No.10071,10072,10073,10074, 10077,10078,10079,10080,10083,10084,10085 & 10086

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance No.710 of 1998 dated 12th March, 1998 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume 9 of 1998 at Folios 558-563 in favour of CASA MADERA LIMITED.

APPLICATION NO. LR8201205657
This parcel of land is situated in the Registration Section, PEMBROKE HALL, Block No.1 and being Parcels No.58

This parcel of land is the subject of a Deed of Conveyance dated, 2004 and recorded in Deeds Book Volume in favour of DALILA CHAN.
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